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NORTH COTES
  behind the scenes
Catherine and I count it a privilege to be 
involved at North Cotes College. We have 
held a variety of posts over the last few 
years and are grateful for the many 
opportunities to serve.

Currently, Catherine is working as the 
student nurse and has the responsibility of 
allocating student housing. My main 
responsibility is teaching in the Applied 
Linguistics Course. This course gives the 
missionary trainee the necessary tools for 
the analysis of previously unwritten 
languages.

There are still many people groups who
have no scripture, writings of any kind, or 
even an alphabet. Providing them with their 
own written language is a vital part of 
planting flourishing churches.

The students who come to North Cotes to 
prepare for ministry are definitely the life  
of the college.

WE ARE humbLed BY THE 
qUALITY OF CANDIDATES THAT 
God continues to brinG 
ACROSS OUR PATHS. 

He is doing amazing things in their lives as 
they are shaped by His Word and as they 
acquire the practical and technical tools 
needed to fulfil the ministries God is leading 
them into.  In essence, it is God who is 
training them.

The Apostle Paul referred to his disciple 
Timothy as God’s minister or co-worker. 
What a joy to think that God views His 
servants in this way. The opportunity that  
is ours to cooperate with what God is doing 
truly is amazing. 

As ‘equippers’, we want to see men and 
women made ready for the work of the 
Gospel wherever God might lead them. It is 
always a joy to hear what the Lord is doing 
through former students as He blesses 
them with fruitful ministry. 

Stephen & Catherine Tibberts, 
have been working at North Cotes College 
for four years. Prior to that, they worked in 
Colombia and Mexico. Stephen is Canadian 
and Catherine is from Garforth, Leeds.  
They have four school aged children - 
Megan, John, Stephen and James .

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
  Life in the JunGLe
I returned to my home in the village after 
attending a translation workshop and 
realised there were a few things I’d 
forgotten about village life. The cockroaches 
made no waste of papers, glue, envelopes 
etc. Not to mention foil packets, the tomato 
paste and dried soup packets inside. Spiders 
had their webs designed in most corners. 
Except for the insects I forgot about other 
things living in a tropical climate. I feel like 
I'm wet all the time! My clothes always 
smell bad. If it is not raining it is 38˚C with 
100% humidity. Therefore I'm either wet 
with sweat or rain but at least when it's 
not raining the clean clothes are dry - 
until I put them on!

Everyday sounds in the village are quite 
different from the city. There are no loud car 
horns or radios or TVs blaring but there are 
dogs fighting, roosters crowing, loud insects 
chirping and many unhappy pigs squealing 
in the front yard; not to mention the people 
fighting and shouting and singing, chopping 
wood and working around their houses.

And living in this hot and sticky climate can 
do strange things to your body. Itchy red 
bumps can appear on arms and legs; our 
legs are always in bad shape due to sand 
flies biting us. I once had a rash on my arms 
for longer than two weeks and also have had 
some virus or fungus on my hands.

In spite of the various surprises awaiting us, 
the transition back to the village has grown 
to be very special, for we truly love our 
friends in the village.

OUR FRIENDS ARE aLways 
deLiGhted TO SEE US AND THE 
BELIEVERS aLways have some 
excitinG stories TO TELL US 
ABOUT God's faithfuLness. 

Suddenly the roaches, the climate and the 
sounds do not seem like any problem at all!

by Laurens & Marie Laureti,
work among the Mengen people, PNG
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA  is it worth it?
Since Germans are known for being brutally 
honest I thought I would just tell it as it is. 
What is missionary life like? Honestly?
It is hard!

Erlend & Anne Røsvik,
have one daughter, Alia (16 months) and 
another one on the way. Erlend is from 
Norway and Anne is from Germany. In 
three years of marriage they have lived in 
four countries and moved five times. Since 
July 2013 they have been in language study.

So why are we doing this? Or as a very wise 
man once asked, ‘Is it worth it?’ I will never 
forget his response. He said that ‘Is it worth 
it?’ is the wrong question. Your question 
should be ‘Is HE worthy?’

And when you think about that for a little 
while, your perspective is going to change.

OH YES, he is so worthy, 
BECAUSE HE GAVE everythinG 
FOR US!

He left His home. He gave up everything to 
save us while we were still sinners. He died 
for our sins. Through the Son’s sacrifice we 
can come to the Father.

HOW CAN WE THEN not Give 
everythinG to him?

It is hard to feel like a two year old because 
you cannot communicate, even though you 
might be fluent, witty and even eloquent in 
another, or several other, languages.
It is hard to be away from family, especially 
when you have awesome families in your 
home countries like we do. (Praise God for 
Skype though!) 
It is hard to not be able to attend your home 
church and enjoy the fellowship there.
It is hard to know that your kids will grow up 
not feeling at home in the country you call 
home. It is hard to say goodbye over and 
over again, to leave friends and have to 
make new ones again. It is hard to deal with 
sicknesses that you most likely would never 
encounter in your home country. 
And then sometimes it is just hard because 
it is so unbelievably hot and humid!

He is worthy of our efforts, our sacrifice,  
our struggles, our sadness, and our tears. 
God can use all of that to reach people who 
do not yet know what He has done for them! 
HE IS TRULY WORTHY!
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We served as youth workers in South Africa 
and then in a missionary support ministry 
for about four years. In time, God made 
it clear to us that we should work as 
missionaries amongst the unreached 
Mengen people group on the island of West 
New Britain. So we moved to PNG in 2007 
with our four children and started learning 
the national language.

In July of 2009, we moved into our village, 
thinking that we were ready to change every 
lost soul around us... - what a humbling 
experience! We made many mistakes and 
were sometimes very discouraged and 
wondered how these people would ever 
grow to love us, trust us and believe in this 
wonderful message of the Gospel.

But then God reminded us that He is the One 
who can show Himself strong when we are 
weak. We spent many many hours a day in 
the village, with the people, in their huts, 
around their fires, eating their cooked leaves 
and fire grilled sweet potato. They would 
laugh at us making terrible language 
mistakes, after being so patient in repeating 
a simple word dozens of times. It was a 
wonderful day when the chief of our village 
told Lourens,

"YOU ARE NOW not anymore 
a wiLd PiG OF THE BUSH, you 
are now a tame, viLLaGe PiG.”

Today, believers are being taught through 
the New Testament and they are realising 
the need to go and share the Gospel with 
their Mengen friends.

It’s a very special time when your kids 
graduate and leave home to start a life of 
their own. In church planting it’s very much 
the same as our spiritual children mature 
and eventually move out. Yes we have grown 
to love the Mengen people very very much! 
Recently two brothers in Christ and their 
families were set apart for the work of 
church planting in a new village about nine 
hours’ walk north of our village.

THIS WAS A VERY SPECIAL TIME. 
WE HAVE SEEN God chanGe 
their Lives!

They were animists, illiterate and more than 
that, they were thieves and drunkards, living 
immoral lives. Now God has transformed 
them into God fearing believers, so dear to 
us. When these families moved out the 
whole village came out to send them off. 
Many gave them gifts of cooked sweet 
potato, beetlenut and clothing, showing their 
support. Many of us went with them to help 
build their houses, prepare their gardens 
and to start teaching the first lessons in this 
new village. We then spent a lot of time 
teaching pre evangelism lessons. I shed 
many tears of joy as I listened to Brus 
teaching and challenging these people 
powerfully and with authority!

When I left, they escorted me to the Pande 
river and as I crossed the river I stood on the  
other side and waved with tears in my eyes 
to 'my kids' in Christ. I wondered, “Will they 
be able to do it?” Well today I am pleased to 
say that they are doing a great job! 

We are thankful to our supporters on the 
home front, all part of the team reaching the 
Mengen people with the Gospel.

Laurens & Marie Laureti,
from South Africa, are church planters 
amongst the Mengen people group on the 
island of West New Britain. They have four 
children - Madeleen, Naomi, Marlou and 
Liam. Currently they are on home assignment.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
  transforminG Lives
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NORTH COTES  the countdown
REACH conference. Residential conference. 
They have become annual events here at 
North Cotes. Missionary speakers. Singing. 
It’s a time to be challenged about reaching 
people with the Gospel and to be 
encouraged from God’s Word. Perhaps you 
have attended one (or both!) of these 
conferences.

Have you ever wondered what goes on 
behind the scenes? The decoration, seating, 
housing, food, speakers, music, children and 
youth programmes (at residential conference) 

- none of it could happen without a team effort.

the weeks LeadinG uP
TO CONFERENCE

...Numerous e-mails between hospitality 
staff, finance office staff, and conference 
attendees fly back and forth to organise 
registration of 150 to 250 people.

six weeks BEFORE CONFERENCE

...The kitchen plans meals and slowly 
prepares and freezes what can be made 
ahead of time.
...Students during their practical work time,
as well as volunteers amongst staff and 
students, bake and freeze goodies for
coffee break.
...Finance office staff decide which books 
should be sold at conference and begin 
ordering books and T-shirts.
...Staff and student musicians practise 
regularly after songs for the conference
have been chosen.

the Last week BEFORE 
CONFERENCE

...Biblical studies students spend an entire 
day working to prepare the campus for 
arriving guests.
...Enough mattresses are moved around 
campus to accommodate up to 250 people. 
Empty rooms are cleaned from top to 
bottom. Staff and students open their rooms 
to conference guests - even the classrooms 
are converted into sleeping rooms!
...Over 300 chairs are squeezed into the main 
area of the gym to provide enough seating.
...Students put in extra hours of work
to decorate the gym according to this
year’s conference theme.

...Screens, projectors, sound… all the 
equipment has to be moved into the 
gym and set up. Sound checks are run 
just a few days before the conference.

...Signs are placed around campus to
direct arriving conference attendees.

The list could go on. Conference involves
a lot of people and a lot of details.

BUT it’s worth it TO SEE 
PEOPLE encouraGed in 
their faith AND chaLLenGed 
AS TO what God wouLd have 
THEM DO WITH THEIR LIVES.

by Katie Brown, working at North Cotes College
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Robert & Rosemarie Baghurst,
from the UK, were formerly missionaries in 
Liberia and Ivory Coast. They now serve at 
the Missionary Training Centre, Camdenton, 
Missouri, USA.

In January I flew with Ken, Marty, Hank and 
Pete to Monrovia arriving there at night with 
a temperature of over 80 degrees, a big 
difference from the cold temperatures in 
Missouri. Samaritan’s Purse flew us down  
to Harper, which turned out to be an hour 
and half instead of two days on the road  
with a four day recovery!

George Lott met us with a pickup truck  
and taxi to take us to Pleebo. Arriving there 
it was really special to see Lucy again, 
George’s wife, and their children. (Liberian 
co-workers)

The main purpose of the trip was twofold. 
Firstly, to work on the former dorm at the 
main NTM base, which had been abandoned 
after the outbreak of the civil war. Secondly,  
for Marty and George to take pastors 
through some teaching. They taught 24 
pastors and one lady.  

The rest of us were working at the dorm, 
although the first thing we had to do was 
strip a bridge down and rebuild it with a lot 
of help from the local people.
When we started on the dorm we realised 
we would have to take some walls down so 
we took one side away and made a big porch 
area, which will be used for teaching. We 
still had to rebuild some of the walls up 
again, but this went well.
I made some temporary window and door 
frames to stop the walls from cracking. The 
wood was very hard, wet and heavy. In fact  
it took two of us to pick up a 16’ of 2 x 4! We 
also dug a new septic hole and put a cement 
cover on that. We cleared out the sticks that 
were down the well and I think there must 
have been eight feet of water in the bottom 
of the well. That was very encouraging. 
Please pray it will work again with a new 
pump that’s needed.

On our way back we went to check for 
supplies in the capital Monrovia and were 
encouraged that we could find all that we 
would need for the roof.

ROBERT WAS thriLLed TO  
SEE HOW THE TEACHING WAS 
IMPACTING THEIR LIVES; IN 
FACT some were saved!

It was emphasised very strongly that they  
should not keep it to themselves, but should 
pass it on. Please pray they do so!

Please pray for Liberia, for George and Lucy 
and the Lott family, the future work to be 
done both physically on the building, which 
will be used for the teaching and spiritually 
in the lives of the pastors.

LIBERIA buiLdinG for eternity

After a longer than usual journey due to  
bad weather we returned home. It was a 
privilege to be able to go and see what the 
Lord is doing in Liberia. I hope to return and 
do more building work.

Rosemarie and I never thought we would 
ever see Liberia again. It was a hard time  
for Rosemarie at home, but she was as 
much a part of this as me; what a blessing 
from our Lord!
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
  workinG toGether

How many people did it take to get the work 
started there? Recently we had Jan-Peter, 
Josh and Raymond come and help us finish 
the inside of the house. But prior to that, 
Aaron, Taylor and Troy had come to build the 
posts, the frame and the roof. What about 
the pilots Mike, Ray and Nate, and all the 
people involved in packing, shipping and 
handling our supplies - Jacob, Mark, Joe… 
What about our churches, friends and 
families praying for us back home, or
even supporters we've never met?

WE COULD PROBABLY qUOTE 
hundreds of names FROM 
MANY NATIONS. 

André & Aurélie Tousch, 
are from Paris, France. They arrived in 
Papua New Guinea in the summer of 2013 
and are starting to work among the Iski 
people. They have four children Nathanael,  
Laure-Élise, Lydianne and Abigaïl. They 
have now moved into the village location.

In a couple of weeks we are going to move
to our tribal location, a remote village in the 
swampy jungle of Papua New Guinea. It has 
been a long road from the time we got 
challenged for mission work in 2008, then 
going to the training in 2010 and finally 
moving to the mission field last year. 

House building started in March with felling 
trees and slabbing timber. Sometimes 
mission work doesn’t look like what you 
would imagine – preaching, teaching, and 
translating the Bible. Prior to that, there 
are many steps involved and it takes people 
working together.

As the work progresses, more people will 
get involved: linguistic consultants, people 
working to print literacy material and 
scriptures… We see the church working as
a body to reach one more people group, to 
allow them to hear God's message in their 
language and have a chance to turn to Him. 
Our prayer is that many Iski people believe, 
and join in this corporate effort of reaching 
others for God’s glory. 

1 COR 12:12, ”FOR AS THE BODY 
IS ONE, AND HAS A NUMBER OF 
PARTS, and aLL the Parts 
make one body, so is christ.”
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT  PLayinG a Part IMPACT FOR ETERNITY
PrayinG for one another

Recently our car engine started puffing out 
clouds of smoke whenever we stopped at 
traffic lights. Now, twenty-five years ago we 
wouldn’t have worried, as our car was a lot 
older and not particularly well maintained, 
but nowadays smoke is a cause for concern.
When the AA man arrived to look at the car, 
he finally found a small leak from the oil 
filter. The oil was dripping down and 
collecting on part of the exhaust and then 
burning off on the hot exhaust. The problem 
was that the O-ring which stops the oil 
dripping was old and not doing its job 
properly. A small circle of rubber wrapped 
around the filter made the world of 
difference to the functioning of the car.

This made me think about how we as 
believers often look at our little jobs and 
responsibilities and mistakenly consider 
them unimportant.

It may be that we think that we look at what 
we have to offer to God and we ask, along 
with Andrew, “There’s a young boy here with 
five barley loaves and two fish. But what 
good is that with this huge crowd?” If we 
read on in the story, the “little” that the boy 
offered was taken by the Creator and turned 
into a feast.

Possibly we hear of difficult situations 
happening half way round the world and  
we think to ourselves, “All I can do is pray” 
as if praying were a less effective option. 
Moses’ prayers were vital to Joshua as he 
fought against the Amalekites in Exodus 17 
and so are our prayers as we hold up those 
around the world who are striving to bring 
the Gospel to those who have no other 
chance to hear it.

1 COR 12:27, ”NOW YOU ARE THE 
BODY OF CHRIST, AND each 
one of you is a Part of it.” 

Our car could run with a small oil leak, at 
least for a while but it runs so much better 
when all the parts do their job properly. Let 
us encourage each other to give it our all for 
the mission of the Church, whether it be to 

“just pray” or to give the few resources that 
we have, or whether it be to find ourselves  
in the thick of the battle like Joshua.

Jonathan & Rachel Willcock,
from the UK, have served in Colombia, 
Panama and Mexico for over 20 years and 
are currently on staff at the NTM-UK 
headquarters. They have five children and 
two grandchildren.

SOUTH-EAST ASIA
As Paul and Irene Pries and the other 
missionaries in their team were presenting 
some short clips about the huge variety of 
flowers, fruit and animals the Kendawangan 
people were in awe. One of the ladies said: 

“Wow, The Lord Above is so powerful!”
When they told the people that God’s story 
has been written down in a book, so that 
we know his desire, one of the grandfathers 
answered: “We don't have to guess anymore 
what the God Above’s talk is, it's been 
written down!" The missionary team is 
teaching in two different locations and this 
has worked well so far. But the people are 
not consistent in coming. Pray that the Lord 
would continue to draw the Kendawangan 
people and soften their hearts.

PHILIPPINES
Paul and Cathy Wright are thankful that 
they are able to be in the Philippines and 
are being used to disciple the Palawan 
believers and see them grow. A lot of time 
can be taken up with menial things and 
fixing things. Pray that they will have the 
mindset of doing everything for the glory 
of God! At the end of a kids' club held earlier 
this year, around ten children did something 
which is really against their culture. They 
were willing to act independently, stand 
out from the rest and identify themselves 
with Christ. Pray that these young lives will 
be lived wholly for Him; an opportunity 
which their parents never had.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Last year a Kodiak plane for Papua New 
Guinea still seemed an impossible dream. 
It is now a reality! Just six weeks ago, on 
24th April, a couple of ministry partners 
chose to buy a Kodiak for NTM Aviation’s 
ministry in Papua New Guinea! Now 
missionaries can breathe easier knowing 
that soon the Kodiak will be in PNG to 
sustain them as they bring Jesus to difficult 
remote settings and to provide medevac 
capabilities for them and their families - 
even to Australia. In 2005, a group of 
children put their faith to work, set up 
a lemonade stand, and reached the 
impossible goal of raising $375,000 for 
the down payment for NTMA’s first Kodiak, 
now serving in Asia-Pacific. The Kodiak Kids 
started a chain of events that led quite 
directly to the present Kodiak, delivered on 
6th June, to NTMA in Arizona in preparation 
for service in PNG.

HOME NEWS
After serving for many years in Brazil and 
also representing NTM in the UK Graham 
and Olive Castle have officially retired! Pray 
for them in this new phase of their lives.

Pray for Jill Gowan who has also retired. 
She served at North Cotes College for eight 
years and has now returned to live in 
Northern Ireland again.


